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 Top 5 Critical Success Factors for Globally Sharing Files and 
Meeting Compliance Requirements

   Compliance

   Accessibility

   FTP Replacement

   Automation

   Enhance Your Existing MultiValue Application
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Introduction
For more than 25 years, Rocket has provided customers with state-of-the-art and cost-e�ective 
solutions for securely accessing their mission-critical data. 

Rocket® R/Link, a proven secure, global �le and data transfer product, is designed primarily for large 
enterprises who want to take advantage of the latest trends in �les sharing and BYOD while 
maintaining control of the underlying security and networking infrastructure. The continued security 
and privacy concerns communicated by our customers drive us to continuously enhance, improve, 
and expand the product line and feature set. Licensing is simple and �exible-subscription, perpetual, 
by the user, or enterprise, our goal is to build software the way you want to use it and acquire it.

 

 Compliance
 Information at your fingertips to comply

 R/Link lets you produce exactly what you need to meet compliance requirements and 
supplies you with an easy-to-follow audit trail. R/Link’s many robust features make IT 
compliance a snap.

  Users manage their own transfers and R/Link automatically produces an audit trail

  Files at rest are in an AES encrypted file sharing repository

  Files in flight are protected with HTTPS

  All file activity is logged

  All authentication activity is logged

  Integrated with LDAP and Active Directory

  Granular control of access to files and folders

 

  
  FTP Replacement 

  IT-approved enterprise file transfer

  Desktop FTP clients are notorious for allowing information to leave the    
 enterprise because users can transfer information without any IT-based control,  
 oversight, or visibility. 

   Eliminate FTP clients from users’ desktops, replacing them with a   

  browser-based interface.

   Block FTP transfers from all machines except the R/Link server, then drive all  

  FTP transfers from users through the R/Link server to ensure complete control  

  and activity transparency.

   Configure R/Link as a front-end, browser interface for any FTP or file server.

   Centralize automated FTP transfers.
. 

  Accessibility 
 Anytime. Anywhere. Any device. 

 Mobile devices are everywhere-everyone has one, or probably more than one. Whether 
you BYOD or use corporate mobile devices at work, R/Link allows you to harness the full 
power of enterprise file sharing and collaboration. Full functionality is available on all your 
mobile devices from your smartphone to your tablet to your laptop. With R/Link, file 
sharing at an enterprise level is easy as pie, as well as safe and secure.

  Access files on network servers from any device

  Supports Windows networking and other file transfer protocols

  Display and share documents, spreadsheets, presentations

  Move files between servers

  Move files between network servers and MyShares

  All file movement is automatically logged

 

  Automation
 Do you have files that you need to distribute on a regular basis? 

 R/Link’s automation capability will take care of it. Let’s say every Friday you’re 
responsible for distributing accounts payable information to your distributors. Just set 
up R/Link to check a specific folder for the existence of a file and once R/Link detects 
that file, R/Link automatically shares that file with pre-determined contacts. Just one 
example of how you can harness R/Link to automatically and securely push files to 
users. You could also use R/Link for internal report distribution, sharing account 
information with your bank, or sending out patches, invoices, or shipping notices to 
your customers. The possibilities are too numerous to list.

 

Integration
Use the RESTful API to integrate secure �le
sharing and �le-oriented tasks into your
existing MultiValue application, running on
Rocket UniVerse, Rocket UniData, Rocket D3
or Rocket mvBase. 

The bene�ts are increased security and 
auditability combined with streamlined
processes via automation and �exible 
user permissions, all without spending time
and money on costly development.  
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Audit Compliance Simpli�ed
“One of the most important things for us is
audit compliance,” says Jon Card, 
Vice President of Special  Projects at
Combined Transport. “Our old FTP-only system
didn’t allow us to track the information we 
needed – we could send �les, but there was
no good way to catalogue all of the
transactions. R/Link has that capability built
right in. Before, I was using transmission
and scripts, but I didn’t have good 
con�rmation in the scripts. R/Link lets me
walk through the entire process, including
con�rmations, in an automated way.”
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Did you know?
There are a lot of �le-sharing systems out there
o�ering basic functionality. R/Link gives you so
much more.
- No software to download.
- Intuitive Interface.
- Access all R/Link system features.
- My Links page to save links to favorite folders.
- Use it from any device.
- Highlight, compress and download �les,
  folders, or folder structures in one action.
- 30 day free trial
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IT Managers: What You Get
If you are responsible for your
company's network and security, R/Link
meets all the needs of a �le-sharing and
management system that you need to
do your job: security, encryption,
compliance, and other enterprise-level
requirements.
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 R/Link for FTP Replacement
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R/Link’s Automation Maximizes
Functionality of Existing EDI 
System
“One of the best things about R/Link is
that our EDI data is all automated, which
wasn’t the case when we were just 
using FTP. I need to make sure that I have
the correct error messages to take action
if there is a problem, and R/Link makes
that possible. This allows us to get the
most out of our EDI system, remain 
compliant with audit standards, and
improve our level of service when it
comes to things like tender 
acceptances, tender status, and billing.
R/Link is just a good �t for us.”
- VP, Oregon-based large shipping
company
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RESTful API and Seamless Integration
with Rocket® UniVerse and
Rocket® SB/XA Makes Rocket® R/Link
the Easy and Logical Choice
“We have been working with Rocket for
several years, and we knew how  easy they
were to work with. We were able to take
several sample programs that Rocket sent
me and use them to modify and enhance
our current programs to communicate with
R/Link using the RESTful API that is provided
with the R/Link product.”
- Special Project VP, Jon Card,
Combined Transport

 Enhance Your Existing MultiValue Application 
 Seamless Integration with Your Existing MV Application

 R/Link leverages a RESTful API to minimize development while maximizing security and 
functionality. Use R/Link’s API to integrate secure file sharing and file-oriented tasks into 
your existing MultiValue application running on Rocket® UniVerse, Rocket® UniData, 
Rocket® D3 DBMS or Rocket® mvBase. Increase security and auditability while 
streamlining processes via automation and flexible user permissions, without spending 
time and money on costly development. 

 Ready to get started? Download your free 30 trial today!
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http://www.rocketsoftware.com/trials?f[0]=im_field_trial_product_family%3A3191&f[1]=sm_field_trial_product%3Anode%3A2786
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